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The Kawasaki Ninja R codenamed EX ; previous generations had market-specific names is a
motorcycle in the Ninja sport bike series from the Japanese manufacturer Kawasaki originally
introduced in As the marque's entry-level sport bike, [1] [2] the motorcycle has undergone few
changes throughout its quarter-century lifetime, having received only three substantial
redesigns. In some markets the Ninja R has been succeeded by the Ninja Since , the bike is
marketed as the Ninja R in all markets. It is also referred to by its platform designation, EX, to
which a generational suffix is attached. The Ninja R's particular ergonomics , chassis design,
and engine placement have resulted in a motorcycle that straddles the standard and sport
classes. The Ninja's riding posture also falls between standard and sport. The first generation
was produced between and , and known by the production number EXC. It was sold as the GPZ
Sold only in its home market of Japan, this earliest, belt-driven version was first produced in ,
and shares no commonality with later generations. Produced between and was the EXE. This
model was sold as the Ninja R in Canada and the U. It was known as the GPZR elsewhere. For
the model year, there were both cosmetic changes and changes in engine tuning. While the
bore and stroke, and other major engine components, were unchanged, minor tuning
adjustments were made. In , Kawasaki gave the EX its most extensive redesign in twenty years.
Parts from the third generation are still found on the -J, but its redesigned exterior panels bring
the Ninja's appearance out of the s and into line with lates sportbikes. The redesign of the
engine resulted in improvements in engine response at low engine speeds, making the bike
smoother and "much easier to ride. On the carbureted version, a fuel gauge was added in place
of the temperature gauge. With the arrival of the EXJ, manufacturing continues to be located in
Thailand. ABS is available as an option. Like the previous generation, the engine is fuel injected
in some markets and carbureted in others. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is
about Kawasaki's twin-cylinder sport bike sold since For the single-cylinder version introduced
in , see Kawasaki Ninja SL. This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it.
September The Ninja is one of two cc sportbikes available in the US market. The older model
actually makes more peak power than the new model: Note: MCN dynamometer data is
rear-wheel only. Archived from the original on Retrieved Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles
Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycles powered by straight-twin engines. Hidden
categories: CS1 errors: URL Webarchive template wayback links All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from October Articles with unsourced
statements from August Articles with unsourced statements from November Articles with
unsourced statements from August Articles to be expanded from September All articles to be
expanded Articles using small message boxes Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Sport bike [1] [2]. Uni-Trak single-shock system. Uni-Trak
single-shock. W : Keihin CVK30 2 , Constant velocity, diaphragm-type. Uni-Trak with 5-setting
adjustable preload. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Kawasaki EX Year Type. Versys
KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX. Vulcan
ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. The obvious solution is a cc motorcycle, which offers
the perfect blend of small-capacity simplicity but with enough grunt to tackle the job in hand.
Thanks to our big, wide roads and fast moving traffic, many riders prefer bigger engines to help
keep up with the rest of the traffic safely. But if you want something a little tamer, what options
have you got? Some companies are starting to offer smaller sized motorcycles, like BMW
Motorrad , while others like KTM have always had small machines on their books but in far too
many shapes and sizes to count. And because the cc motorcycle segment has been enlarged
somewhat to cover models up to cc, expect to find a few s sneaked in too. Honda is one of the
most prolific manufacturers of small-capacity motorcycles in the world, but their list of cc
motorcycle models available in the USA is a little limited. For most of their road bikes, Honda
have already abandoned the cc engine in favor of a slightly larger cc unit to help keep up with
other manufacturers. When we were looking for a top 3 from Honda, we had to include two s,
but the difference between a cc motorcycle and a cc motorcycle is barely noticeable â€” so they
still count on our list. The Rebel has always been a great entry-level motorcycle but the new
generation has had a styling overhaul. Powered by a smooth cc single cylinder engine with And
the Honda Rebel top speed? A very handsome 85 mph. Also, it makes for an easy gradation to
the Rebel if you ever feel like you need more power. Both come powered by the same engine: a
peppy single cylinder engine that produces the same The CBF is a lightweight naked bike
ideally suited to commuting and urban riding but with enough punch for long rides if you need
to stretch your legs. The CBRR is a more performance focused machine with an aggressive
riding stance, fantastic handling, and beginner friendly controls. Both are available with or
without ABS too. Which one is best? Well that depends on what you want â€” but both are great

choices regardless. Powered by a Yamaha offer some of the best small capacity motorcycles in
the world, but sadly most of them never make it to the United States. With models like their SR
Sports Heritage models consistently selling well in Europe and Asia, here in the US we have to
deal with a smaller selection. Again, Yamaha have turned their back on the cc motorcycle
designation for their sports range and opted for a cc variant instead. Their YZF-R3 model is one
of the most popular small-capacity sports machines on the market and has been winning fans
ever since it arrived in The Yamaha V Star is a great choice for riders looking for a small, nimble
cc motorcycle wrapped in classic styling. Currently in its third generation, the XT has been the
small-capacity dual purpose weapon of choice since it first rolled on the scene in the early s.
This small dual sport machine is a light and nimble cc motorcycle with easy-to-use ergonomics,
but comes with quite a dominating road presence. The cc single cylinder engine is good for
about Kawasaki has long abandoned the in favor of a for their small-capacity sports model, and
now the Kawasaki Ninja has already been replaced by the Ninja ! As one of the most popular
small sport bikes on the market, this sporty little number ticks plenty of boxes. It comes with
aggressive, sports inspired styling, boasts a neat cc straight twin engine that produces a max
power figure of around 39 hp and a max torque figure of 20 lb-ft at 10, rpm, and has a top speed
of around mph. Aside from the engine and performance, the Ninja comes with a respectable fuel
economy of 66 miles per gallon, a comfortable not overly-aggressive, rather riding position, and
an easy riding experience. Still a rather than a cc motorcycle, the Versys-X is a new comer on
the scene. Designed a smaller version of the already successful Versys models, the Versys-X
comes powered by the same cc engine found in the Ninja listed above, but tuned for a very
different riding experience. Thanks to the lightweight frame and long travel suspension, the bike
is now geared towards touring and mild off-roading. The engine has been tuned to provide
better torque in the mid and low range, making the Versys-X an ideal choice for those looking
for something strong and powerful but less focused on top speeds. And now for a genuine cc
motorcycle from Kawasaki. Thanks to its useful dual nature, the KLX is as at home weaving
through busy city streets as it is bashing its way through off road trails. The KLX comes with
fully adjustable suspension, a nice and accessibly low seat height, aggressive styling, and easy
ergonomics. Unlike the rest of the big four, Suzuki actually has quite a few models in the cc
department, and their sport bike variant is only relatively new too. On the outside, the Suzuki is
a fully faired machine that gives it a sporty look, and it comes with quite a smart aesthetic. The
controls are easy access and straightforward, it has a nice and low seat height, and the riding
position is aggressive but not at all back breaking. With The cc twin-cylinder engine has been
tuned to provide better low-end and mid-range power, making it a practical runner for zipping
around the city streets. It might not look as aggressive as its sports-focused sibling, but the GW
has its own unique edge which shows off its naked curves in a pleasing way. Looks aside, the
GW is a nice and nimble, lightweight and highly maneuverable machine that offers efficient fuel
economy, making it a decent choice for everyday city riding. Economical, attractive, reliable â€”
what more do you need from a full size but small capacity street motorcycle? The TUX looks like
a 70s motorcycle but comes powered by modern technology. And while we like a bit of chrome
plating, a bit of polish and a vintage themed paint scheme, the Suzuki TUX has more to offer
than good looks alone. Unlike the other two Suzukis, this is powered by a fuel-injected cc single
cylinder engine rather than a parallel twin, but the tuning is pretty much the same, with the
focus being on low-end torque for a superior urban riding experience. The handling is great
though, and the TUX offers smooth, agile and confident steering, making it an excellent choice
for new riders. The average cc motorcycle can hit around 80 mph, but some sports-specific
models will go much faster and can hit up to mph. Others might be lucky to hit If you want to
ride your cc motorcycle on the road then you are required to have a motorcycle license. All
two-wheeled vehicles over cc are classed as motorcycles, and therefore require the correct
license to operate on public roads. Larger riders may benefit for the bigger ride ergonomics of
larger displacement motorcycles, but a cc is usually enough for most beginners. The average
wet weight of the 12 best-selling cc motorcycles on the market is Skip to content. Frequently
Asked Questions How fast can a cc motorcycle go? Do you need a motorcycle license for a cc?
Is a cc motorcycle too small? How much does a cc motorcycle weigh? Reviewing The 10 Best
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great desktop image. Our most affordable sportbike. The ZZ-R attracts new riders with its easy
handling and user-friendly features like an In-Line Twin engine with reliable electric start, easy
clutch action and a Positive Neutral Finder. It delivers big performance and loads of styling,
including three different color choices, wrapped in an attractively priced package. Lightweight
alloy cylinder head. High-compression, lightweight alloy pistons. Advanced liquid-cooling.
Balanced Actuation front brake caliper for consistent wear and performance. Specifications are
subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulation and legislations. You

must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and
Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great
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Fits: 01 - 03 Ninja R Please contact us with fitment questions. Description: This is a used part
that has been cleaned, tested and inspected to ensure quality. We guarantee this part to be
good. Cycles R Us reserves the right to terminate any sales offered at our discretion. Sales Tax:
Ohio Sales tax will be applied to orders shipping within Ohio. Shipping: Items are shipped
within a timely manner. Typically we ship within business days after payment has been made,
sometimes longer. All items must be paid for within 14 days. Items not paid for in 14 days will
be relisted. We ship Worldwide, using various shipping carriers for both domestic and
international packages, which includes FedEx, UPS and USPS, depending upon which will be
the most cost effective and will provide the best means of tracking to your specific location.
Typically a tracking number will be emailed once your item is shipped. Request for tracking
numbers on auctions that are less than 7 days old will not be replied to. International buyers:
There should be a link under the box for international shipments. Combined shipping is
available for multiple items. Contact us for a shipping quote by selecting the buyer link located
in the item auction. Local pick-up is allowed at no cost to the buyer. Returns: If you receive an
incorrect item you must contact us within 30 days. Items must be returned in the same
condition as it was received. International Buyers : Import duties, taxes, and charges are not
included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please
check with your country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will be prior
to bidding or buying. I take great care of my Kawasaki and my front brake caliper still seized up.
I picked a good caliper that only needed a cleaning. Moving my butt around town. Sexy Sexy
Sexy Gurl. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: themotoguys. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
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immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member.
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United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
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Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between
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window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
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This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping
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shipping discounts on combined purchases for eligible items. Shipping to: Worldwide. No
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ational tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please
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